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ABSTRACT

Results obtained for the single-particle Greens function by analytical and numerical

methods are discussed for various models presently under consideration for the
electronic structure of high-temperature superconductors (HTSC). The numerical
calculation of photoemission spectra is performed for small systems by using the Lanczos
method.

For the Emery model (extended Hubbard model for the Cu02-planes) photoemission

and inverse photoemission spectra for the insulating (undoped) and for doped
cases are discussed. High-energy satellites and new low-lying excitations in the charge-
transfer energy gap appear as a consequence of the strong Coulomb correlations on
the Cu-sites. These low-energy states appear to be responsible for conductivity and
superconductivity in hole-doped HTSC's. The atomic character of these states and
their spin-correlations is examined.

The relation to the one-band Hubbard and the t-J model is reviewed and a detailed

discussion of the spectral functions for these models is presented. In particular
we investigate the effect of the next-nearest neighbor hopping terms which appear in
order t2/U and which are frequently discarded in the derivation of the t-J Hamiltonian.

Supercells up to 18 sites are studied numerically and the fundamental difference
between one and two dimensions is elucidated. In 2D we find evidence for a coherent
quasiparticle band of width 2J with a dispersion relation E% ~ y(cos kx + cosky )2 and
S 1/2, which emerges at the low energy edge of the otherwise incoherent spectrum.

Finally we compare the single-particle excitation spectrum of the t-J model with
the low-lying excitations of the Emery-model.
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INTRODUCTION

Excitation spectra of strongly-correlated electronic systems are even more difficult
to calculate than ground state properties. In such cases the problem is often first
simplified by a further reduction of the model Hamiltonian, and (or) by searching
for reasonable approximations. The method of exact diagonalization of finite clusters
can be of great value in this process, as approximations may be more rigorously
tested than is otherwise possible. We present here calculations of the single particle
(hole) excitation spectrum of extended Hubbard models but also for the t-J model.
This provides a direct comparison of the physical content of these models and actual
photoemission and inverse photoemission spectra (PES) of high-temperature
superconductors (HTSC).

Considerable insight into the electronic structure and the nature of the charge
carriers in HTSC comes from various types of photoemission and inverse photoemission
experiments 1 Such experiments showed that the states close to the Fermi level in
the metallic samples have strong oxygen character, i.e. additional holes go essentially
on oxygen. Recent investigations of the O Is absorption edge 2'3 showed that the
oxygen orbitals contributing to these states have 95% px .„-symmetry, with x and y in
the plane 3 By angle resolved photoemission in superconducting Bi-iCaSriCuiOi
even a band crossing the Fermi level could be resolved 4,s A Fermi edge has been
seen by several groups, which has subsequently been interpreted as indicating Fermi
liquid behaviour. A further success of this class of spectroscopies was the observation
of the superconducting gap by high-resolution UV-photoemission 6

The theoretical difficulty with HTSC's is their closeness to Mott-Hubbard
insulators. The undoped reference materials such as La-iCuO^. and YBa^CuiO^ are
antiferromagnetic insulators 7'8 Standard bandstructure calculations predict metallic

behavior instead, with no tendency towards antiferromagnetism 9 Bandstructure
theory also fails to explain photoemission, e.g. satellite structures at high energy,
because the single particle picture no longer provides a valid description. This is well
known for the transition metal oxides 10 and suggests that the underlying physics
has certain similarities. Under these circumstances it is evident that electronic
correlation effects must be taken into account properly to achieve an understanding of the
electronic properties of these materials. Due to the complexity of the many-body
problem at hand present theoretical studies of HTSC's are still limited to simple models
for the electronic structure.

The 3-band Hubbard (Emery) model u which includes both Cu and O degrees of
freedom is expected to contain the features discussed above. There is still controversy
whether the 3-band model can be reduced to an effective one-band model, which
describes the physics at low energy in the doped case. Zhang and Rice 12 suggested
that a local singlet formed by a hole on Cu and a dopant hole distributed over 4

neighboring 0(pa) orbitals leads for certain parameter choices again to an effective

single band model.
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There seems to exist agreement that the magnetic properties of the undoped system
are well described by the isotropic spin-1/2 Heisenberg model13 viz. the atomic limit
of the 1-band Hubbard model at half-filling. This is a direct consequence of the strong
correlations on the Cu-sites, that is the stabilization of the Cu ^-configuration. The
fact that doping destroys long-range antiferromagnetic order at rather low concentration

of holes (3% in La2-xSrxCuOi) is a direct indication of the strong coupling
between the holes and the Cu-spins. I discuss here the reverse question, namely the
effect of the spin-system on the nature of the carriers. That is the spectral function
of a hole in an Heisenberg antiferromagnet (t-J model).

The method used to calculate the spectral function is a generalization of the
recursion method of Haydock, Heine and Kelly 14 based on the Lanczos algorithm, which
has previously been used in a many-body context by Gunnarsson and Schönhammer 15

and others 16'17>18 It is remarkable that the Lanczos method retains its good con-
vergency known for the lowest eigenstates also for rather complex spectra as in the
case of the Emery model. This provides a direct comparison of the physical content
of these models and the outcome of approximation schemes.

This contribution is organized as follows. After a description of the numerical
approach to the calculation of spectral functions, I consider the photoemission and
inverse photoemission spectra obtained for the 3-band model. Particular emphasis
will be put on the characterization of the low-lying excitations in this model. The
next topic is the spectral function of a hole in the t-J model. Finally I conclude by
comparing the low-energy physics of the Emery model and the excitation spectrum
of the t-J model.

CALCULATION OF THE SPECTRAL FUNCTION

The spectral density of the single-hole excitations may be defined as

Ak„(w) ^ E KlM* - l)|afcCT|^o(/V-))|2<5(" - Eo(N) + Em(N - 1)). (1)
m

Here the operator aka annihilates a particle with momentum k and spin <r, |V>o(-^))
is the ground state eigenfunction of an N-particle system, and \ij>m(N — 1)) is an
eigenstate of the (N-l)-particle system, which have energies Eg(N) and Em(N —

1), respectively. An analogous definition applies for the particle spectral function.
Naturally momentum conservation restricts the possible final states \^m(N—1)) which

may contribute to the spectral function. The hole spectral function may be rewritten
as imaginary part of the single-particle Greens function:

Aka(u) ilm{u0(N - l)\E + ff_iS\MN - 1))> (2)

where \u0(N - 1)) ak<T\il>0(N)), and E w - E0(N) is the excitation energy
measured from the ground state energy of the TV-particle system, and 5 —? 0+. In
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practice a finite value of 6 leads to a useful smoothing of the spectra, which would
otherwise consist of a set of spikes due to the relatively small number of k-points used.

The desired expectation value is readily calculated iteratively by using the Lanczos
algorithm to generate a basis in which the Hamiltonian is tri-diagonal. To begin
with the N-particle ground state eigenvector \ipo(N)) is calculated using the standard
Lanczos technique. Then a particle is annihilated in this state in a fashion which

may depend on the experiment which is being mimicked when there is more than
a single site per unit cell. This new (N-l) -particle state is then expressed in the
appropriate basis, and the problem of calculating the propagator has been reduced
to the evaluation of the expectation value of the matrix (H + z)_1 in this state
|uo(iV — 1)). The desired expectation value may be found by renewed application
of the Lanczos algorithm, with the starting vector given by \uq(N — 1)). After M
Lanczos iterations, an M dimensional tridiagonal representation of the Hamiltonian
is generated. The coefficients of this matrix may then be used in a continued-fraction
expansion 14 of the inverse (H + z)~x, or equivalently this expectation value may be
expressed in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the (small) M-dimensional
tridiagonal matrix. The latter approach is to be preferred if frequency integrals over
the density of states are desired.

EMERY MODEL

The bandstructure of a typical HTSC 19 looks rather complicated, nevertheless
essential features can be expressed in a simple 3-band tight-binding model 20 The
problem is thought to simplify firstly because there is only one electron per Cu02
unit cell missing to fill all bands. Secondly the largest overlap is between C\i(dxi_yi)
and 0(pa)- orbitals in the Cu-0 planes. These orbitals have a relatively small energy
separation e ep — ed, leading to strong covalent splitting of the corresponding bands.
The resulting bands form the top and the bottom of the band complex, and the
topmost anti-bonding band is half-filled. Apart from the bonding and antibonding
band there is a nonbonding band which is dispersionless as long as the direct hopping
matrix element tpp between oxygens is zero.

The Coulomb interaction is characterized by 3 terms, a Hubbard repulsion Ud(Up)
for two holes on Cu(0)-sites, respectively, and a Coulomb repulsion V Upd between
nearest neighbor Cu-0 pairs. This model, which is also known as Emery's model "
is able to describe a variety of situations, e.g. insulators with Mott-Hubbard and

charge-transfer gaps.

H Y ei,Jai,aa3," +
2 Y Ui,Jni,*n3,<r'¦ (3)

i,j,a i,j,<r,a'

Throughout this work we use the hole picture, i.e. the a/^ axe creation operators
for holes in copper 3dx2_y2 or oxygen 2pa;(2pj,) orbitals, respectively, and nj)1T axe the
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corresponding particle number operators. We use particle with the same meaning as
holes. The vacuum state has no holes, and corresponds to Cu+ and O2-, i.e. all
3d and 2p states occupied. Besides the site diagonal terms (e^i, ?7j,i), i.e. (cd,Ud)
and (ep,Up), we may also include the nearest neighbor repulsion V Upd 21 The
hopping matrix element eij tpd 1 is taken as unit of energy, and the appropriate
phases axe taken into account according to the symmetry of the wave functions. In
certain cases also the hopping matrix element tpp between neighboring oxygen sites
is taken into account.

SINGLE-PARTICLE EXCITATIONS OF EXTENDED HUBBARD MODELS

There are a wide variety of experimental probes of condensed systems (XPS, UPS,
BIS, EELS, etc.) 1 for which a theoretical description may be formulated simply in
terms of a single-particle (-hole) propagator. In the particular case of transition metal
oxides, these measured excitation spectra cannot be understood fully using conventionally

calculated band structures. These discrepancies may however be understood
to arise from correlation effects which are not properly treated in single particle band
structure calculations. These features may most simply and successfully be handled
within an impurity model10 where a single metal ion coordinated by the appropriate
ligands models the crystal. This approach has the advantage of being simple enough
to allow for a realistic treatment of many atomic orbitals with crystal-field effects etc.
On the other hand, there axe interesting questions concerning for example quasiparticle

dispersion, i.e. width of bands, which cannot readily be considered within the
impurity approach.

The model calculation presented here may be considered as a step from the impurity
problem toward the crystal. Even with the restriction of the model to only a single
orbital per site, the practical limit is at present reached with a cluster of only 4 CuC>2

units. This is a rather severe limitation because the discrete nature of the spectra of
finite systems may cause difficulties in the interpretation of the calculated spectra.
This problem is at least partially overcome through the use of modified periodic
boundary conditions 22,23 This consists of the inclusion of complex phase factors
exp(i<£) when a paxticle crosses the boundary of the cluster and enters again at the
other side. Through this device it is possible by varying the angle </> to alter the set of
allowed single particle momenta continuously. The accompanying energy shifts result
in a filling in of the calculated spectra.

We begin with a qualitative discussion of the spectral function and of the main
changes expected from correlation effects on the large energy scale. Figure 1(a) gives
a sketch of the density of states for the 3-band model. For the undoped system the
antibonding band is half-filled, that is the bandstructure is that of a metal. If we
include the large Coulomb correlation on Cu this band is expected to split, forming
a lower and upper Hubbard band (Fig. lb). These 'bands' correspond to transitions
d9 —? d8 and d9 —> d10, respectively.
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BONDING ANT1BONDING d9-d10

IE CT

Fig. 1:
(a) Sketch of density of states for the 3-band model. The antibonding band is half-filled
in the undoped case (d9p6). The nonbonding band (NB) is dispersionless for tpp 0.
(b) Sketch of Photoemission (shaded) and inverse PES in the presence of strong
correlations on Cu (large Ud). The antibonding band is split into a lower and upper
Hubbard band as a result of correlations. In the case Ud ~> e shown here the lowest
particle-hole excitations are across the charge transfer gap Eqt-
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Fig. 2:
Photoemission spectra for the parameters e 2.0, Ud 6.0, Up 3.0, Upd 0.0,
with t 1.0 taken as the unit of energy. Figures 2(a,b) show PES and inverse PES,
respectively, for the undoped initial state. Figs. 2(c,d) represent a repetition of the
same calculations starting from an initial state with one extra hole, which implies a
doping concentration of 25%.
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The d final state (2 holes on Cu) is shifted by an energy ~ Ud- Such a spectrum is
chaxacteristic for charge-transfer insulators 10,2 with a CT-gap Ect-

Figure 2(a,b) shows typical photoemission and inverse photoemission spectra (PES)
starting from the undoped ground state 18 The parameters chosen are e 2.0,
Ud 6.0, Up 3.0, Upd 0.0, with t 1.0 taken as the unit of energy. All energy
scales must be multiplied by tpd ~ 1.5eV to have energies in eV. This parameter set is
representative for the values found in the constrained-density-functional approach 24

The existence of a gap between the top of Fig. 2(a) and the bottom of Fig. 2(b) is
consistent with an insulating ground state at half-filling, as expected. The structures
B and C in PES (2a) derive from the nonbonding and bonding bands, respectively.
A sharp and well separated d? —* ds satellite appears only for larger values for Ud
(see Fig. 3(b)). For the parameter set of Fig. 2 a more complicated structure D,E,F
results due to a mixing with other final states, e.g. d10p*. This actually shows that
the ground state fluctuates between d9p* and d10p5 (< n<j >~ 0.7 holes).

The most interesting feature, however, are the low-lying excitations A which have
no correspondence in the bandstructure, and appear as result of correlations. This
also implies an important modification of the picture as sketched in Fig. (lb). We
will discuss these states below.

The most notable change in spectra (2c) and (2d) of the hole-doped system is the
appearance of states in the inverse PES within the energy region corresponding to the
gap at half-filling shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b). The emergence of these states upon
doping is actually seen e.g. in XAS-experiments 2 The existence of a pseudogap
between these states and the upper Hubbard band H sets a lower limit for e.

(a)

9 -18CP— d
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-15 -10 -5 0

01

Fig. 3:

(a) Photoemission spectrum as 2(a) in comparison to a PES (b) where Ud was
increased from 6 to 12. All other parameters as in Fig. 2.
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A further possibility for this type of calculation is illustrated in Fig. 4, where
another example of an inverse photoemission spectrum for a hole-doped ground state
is shown. In distinction to the previous case, electrons are now injected on Cu-sites
or alternatively on oxygen-sites by an appropriate definition of the creation operator
aka ln *^e Greens function (2). The oxygen spectrum, Fig. 4, is related to an Ols
absorption spectrum (XAS) 2'3 It is evident that the upper Hubbard band has some

oxygen character, because in the ground state < rid >~ 0.7. The 'oxygen related'
gap states are strongly hybridized and have considerable Cu-character. Evidence for
such a strong hybridization of the states close to the Fermi level has been found in
recent photoemission experiments of the BÌ2Sr2CaCu20s materials 25 We also
mention that the weights in a PES depend sensitively on what linear-combination
e.g. of O-orbitals in a unit cell is chosen in the definition of at.

k

9 jlOdJ— d

m is

G 10

5 6 7

Fig. 4:
Inverse photoemission for a hole-doped ground state. Electrons are injected on Cu-
sites (solid line) or on O-sites (dashed curve). Same parameter set as for Fig. 2.

LOW-LYING SINGLE PARTICLE EXCITATIONS

A particularly interesting feature in Fig. 1 is as already emphasized the appearance
of the low-lying excitations (A). They have no explanation in the bandstructure
framework. In order to characterize these states we calculate the local singlet and triplet
correlation functions

t

in -fi(diiPii =f <MV)>

(4)

(5)

(6)
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where the — (+) sign refers to the local singlet (triplet). Here, the operator P+
creates a hole in a symmetric linear combination of oxygen orbitals around a Cu site,
i.e. the symmetric orbital has the same symmetry as dx2_y2. For the lowest final
state A (Fig.2) we find a large singlet correlation C3 and almost vanishing triplet
correlation function (Fig. 5), that is a strong antiferromagnetic correlation between
an oxygen hole and its Cu-neighbors. Similar results for C, have been obtained by
finite-temperature Monte-Carlo calculations 26 These results support arguments
given by Zhang and Rice 12 and also by Eskes and Sawatzky 27 They argued that
the singlet state

tf+io>=-~(p+4-p+4)|o>
formed by two holes in a Ou04-cluster for [f,; > e > t and which is separated from
the triplet and nonbonding states by

E,t -8
t2lpd

ud-
pd}
e

+ ^), (8)

should also form the low-lying excitations of the CitOî-planes. Equation (7) may also
be seen as Heitler-London limit of a covalent bond

Y>+„|0 >= (a d+d{ + 4=(Pl+4 - P?d+ + c P+pfj |0 > (9)

formed out of the dx2_y2 and the corresponding symmetric oxygen orbital.

•s.t
2.0

1.5

1.0 -

Ct0.5

B-l--t--T-f--|

0 1 2

NUMBER OF ADDED HOLES

Fig. 5:
Local singlet (Ct) and triplet (Ct) correlation functions in the ground state of the

Emery model with 0,1, and 2 additional holes. Parameter set as for Fig. 2.
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Doping introduces holes into these low-lying states. This leads to a strong suppression

of the antiferromagnetic order between Cu-sites,. which may be measured e.g.
by the spin-spin correlation function between nearest neighbor Cu-sites

Cl jf E < SÔn(fi + 6)SCu(?i) >, (10)

i,S

°2 jf E < Sc.(ft + «) M* + S/2) S*Cu(vi) > (11)
i,S

Here 6 connects nearest neighbor Cu-sites. The second CF C2 is particularly
interesting because it measures the spin-correlation function between two Cu-neighbors
only when an oxygen hole sits in between. With one additional hole, corresponding
to a doping concentration of 25%, C\ is strongly reduced, yet still antiferromagnetic.
C2 on the other hand is ferromagnetic 17 that is the oxygen hole tends to align it's
neighboring Cu-spins ferromagnetically when it moves through the crystal. Note that
the correlation between Cu and the spin of the O-hole is antiferromagnetic, due to
the singlet formation. This feature is similar to the frustration model of Aharony 28

albeit the size of the local ferromagnetic correlation is much smaller than in their
model 17 which does not allow for hybridisation and the motion of the carriers.

EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN FOR THE STRONG CORRELATION LIMIT:
t-J MODEL

It was emphasized by Anderson that the low-energy physics of the Cu02-planes in
high-Tc-superconductors is contained in the single-band Hubbard model:

H -* E (ckc>> + «&*••) + U E ni.Tn".l- (12)
<i,i) «

The t-J-model is derived from the Hubbard Hamiltonian in the limit t/U -C 1. By
canonical transformation doubly occupied configurations are eliminated 29>30>31 leading
to the following Hamiltonian up to order t2/U

t2
Htj. =-tJ2 4,acJ,<r + jjE E(ci+*Tc?lc>lci+*"r + ettct+6ici+S'lcX

i,j," i s,i' (I3)

+Cj+61ctlc}+f'lcJ1 + c/îcj+«|cilCi+«'î)'

where j + 6 and j + 6' are nearest neighbors of j, respectively. It is understood here
that creation and annihilation operators axe restricted to the space without double

occupancy. The i2/?7-terms describe a hop from j+6 to j+S' via a virtual intermediate
state with a double occupancy at j. The t-J-Hamiltonian with J At2/U follows from
the 2-site contributions (6 6') after rewriting in terms of spin and number operators.

b<j -*E<^+JE (* • h - ^) • (14)
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The 3-site terms (6^6') only contribute in the presence of a hole. These terms are
frequently neglected, which is a valid approximation close to half-filling when one is
interested in e.g. the ground state energy, where the corrections are of the order 6h J
with 6h being the concentration of holes. Yet for our problem, i.e. the propagation
of a hole, it is not at all obvious that they can be neglected. This is easily seen when
acting with the 3-site terms of Eq.(3)

HT ~jj E E (Cî+6,an3,*C3+*',<' - cJj+6,aCt*Ci<°Ci+6''•») (15)
j,a 6jtS'

onto the Néel-state with a single hole. The effect of the first term of Hj3) is to
propagate the hole on it's sublattice and thereby leaving the Néel order unchanged!
The second term describes also a next-nearest neighbor hop but with an associated
spin flip.

Zhang and Rice 12 argued that the low lying excitation spectrum of the Emery
model n which gives a more realistic description for the electronic structure of the
Cu02-planes in HTSC's, can be mapped on the t-J-model. This correspondence is
considered valid in the limit that Ucu and the level spacing e ep — Cd between
Gu(dx2_y2) and 0(pCT) orbitals is large compared to the hybridisation tpd- In this
limit the superexchange is given by

-fGfa;)'
while the hopping matrixelement describing the motion of a singlet is of the order 12

t ~ H (17)

An alternative derivation of a generalized t-J model has been proposed recently by
Ramsak and Prelovsek 32

We note that the upper and lower Hubbard band of the effective single-band Hubbard

model corresponds to structures (A) and (H) in the spectra of the Emery model.
The effective U being of the order of the charge- transfer gap. We will return below
to the question of the equivalence of the low-lying excitations of the Emery model
and those of the t-J model.

SPECTRAL FUNCTION IN ONE DIMENSION

The spectral function for a hole moving in a classical Neel-state (J=0), that is
moving via the restricted hopping only, has been worked out by Brinkman and Rice 33

The single particle Greens function for this case

0(«) % (18)

i-Äii-Vi-^-1)^]
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describes a k-independent continuum, i.e. the Greens function in real space is given
by Gij(w) 6ijG(u>). In ID, i.e. the number of nearest neighbors is z=2, their
retraceable path approximation gives a rigorous result for a hole moving in a classical
Neel-state.

The inclusion of J within the same framework 34 yields in ID a k-dependent
deformation of this continuum

G(*,«)
J cos 2k + y/{u>- J cos 2k)2 -At2' (19)

which results from the spin-flip terms in the Hamiltonian (15). The edge of the
continuum is at w^ ±22 + J cos 2k neglecting the Ising part of Hj which leads

merely to a shift of the edge in one dimension. We note that in this approximation
the width of the dispersion is overestimated by a factor 2 as compared to the numerical
result in the complete Hilbert space

3S

To illustrate the importance of the 3-site terms (14) we compare in Fig. 6 the results
for the lower edge of the continuum for 3 cases: the 1-band Hubbard model, the t-J and
the t — J*-model. The latter model includes the 3-site terms. The inclusion of these
terms improves the quantitative agreement with the Hubbard model significantly. Yet
as the dispersion is not significantly changed by including these terms, they seem not
to be particularly relevant for the propagation of carriers.

2.5

3.5

4.5

rc/2

Fig. 6:

k-dependence of the state with lowest energy in one dimension (N=8) for various
models: (1) Ising ,(2) t- J, (S) t- J*, and (4) the single-band Hubbard model. The

energy for J=0 was subtracted for each k-value to account for finite size effects. The

difference is given in units of J, which was 0.2 in these calculations.
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We will not describe here the interesting changes of these continuous spectra when
one starts from the exact singlet ground state as initial state in (2) instead. Numerical
results for the k-dependence of these spectra are given by Szczepanski et al 35

Analytical studies on the role of zero point motion in the ground state have been
performed by Brenig and Becker 36 and by Ziegler and Horsch 34

SPECTRAL FUNCTION IN TWO DIMENSIONS

The density of states A(w) of a single hole in the t-J model for J 0 is shown in
Fig. 7 The Néel state has been taken as initial state. Brinkman and Rice predicted
a narrowing of the band for this case, as compared to e.g. the motion of a hole
in a ferromagnetic background. The lowest spin-1/2 states lie at u>0 « —3.451 for
N=16, which is very close to the band edge w0 —2\/2t in the retraceable path
approximation Eq.(18). The band tail extending to — At is formed by high spin states,
which have small spectral weight.

0.3

^ 0.2
<

0.1

0J

Fig. 7
Density of states of single hole in a classical Neel-state in 2D. A(w) was calculated in
the t-J model for J=0 numerically for o 4 x 4 unit cell. The arrows indicate the edges

of the Brinkman-Rice continuum at w ±2\/3t.

The S 1/2-states become lowest when the antiferromagnetic coupling between
the spins exceeds a critical value. Exact diagonalization studies showed the existence
of a critical value of Jc for finite systems 37'38 above which the fully spin-polarized
state, which is stable according to Nagaoka's theorem 39 in the limit J 0, becomes
unstable. For 16 sites the ferromagnetic state becomes unstable for J™tn « 0.06, while
above J™ax « 0.075, the ground state already has spin S 1/2. As an estimate for
the thermodynamic limit one finds Jc fa 0.005 when neglecting Hj-. 40 That is, in the
physically interesting regime the low-energy states have low spin (S=l/2).
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Fig. 8

Spectral function A(k,uj) at k j, j) for a single hole inserted into the exact singlet
ground state of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet in 2D (N 4 x 4 and J/t=0.2).
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Momentum integrated spectral function (density of states). Same parameters as Figure
8.
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A different picture emerges if one considers the spectral function of a hole moving
in a spin fluctuating background ^0 for finite J 18'35 A typical spectrum for A(k,u>)
at As (f, j) is shown in Fig. 8 for N 16. The form of this spectrum with a
peak at the low-energy side of a continuum of width 7t is similar to spectra at other
fc-values for N 16 and TV 18, except for those at the special points fc (0,0) and
(*¦>*¦)•

The momentum integrated spectral function starting from the singlet ground state
of the Heisenberg model is shown in Fig. 9. The set of peaks, which arise from
different As-values at the bottom of the continuum, appear well sepaxated from the
incoherent part of the spectrum. The separation is of the order of 2J and might
be related to a density of states effect of the spin excitations as suggested by Kane
et al. 41 The depletion of A(w) in the interval 0 < co < 2t is already present for
J —? 0 and is a signature of the singlet ground state. It is not seen in calculations
starting from the classical Neel-state. The peak at o> « 1 stems from the spectrum
at k (ir,ir). The dispersion of this quasiparticle (QP) band is drawn in Fig. 10
for systems with N 16 and 18 sites and different values of J, after subtracting
a momentum independent, but J-dependent constant Em- The lowest energies are
found close to the Fermi surface of the noninteracting case, i.e., k (f, f and (it, 0).
The center of the QP band, i.e., the mean of the QP energies at fc (7r, 7r) and f, y)
for 16 sites, is given by EM(J) -3.28 + 5.09 J081 for J between 0.04 and 0.5. A
very similar dependence is found for the 18 site system. The solid line in Fig. 10
shows the function

E% J — (cos kx + cos ky) — 1 (20)

The form of this dispersion wj is related to an effective next-neaxest neighbor
hopping. The dependence of the QP bandwidth W on J is more accurately described
by W(J) -0.23 + 2.66 J091 for 16 sites and J between 0.04 and 0.5. The negative
intercept indicates two conflicting mechanisms: (a) the coherent motion via spin-flip
and (b) higher order processes in the hopping 42 For larger values for J the spin-flip
process is dominant. The "reversed" dispersion is actually observed for J < 0.06, as
well as in the pure Ising case. We note that the uncertainty in both the choice of the

upper limit of the QP dispersion and the J-dependence of the QP bandwidth made
a reliable establishment of the behaviour in the thermodynamic limit impossible. On
the basis of our data we therefore cannot decide, whether the bandwidth is linear in
J or obeys a sub-linear form as proposed by Gros and Johnson. 43

Our finding of a well defined peak at the bottom of the continuum confirms the
dominant pole approximation in the work of Kane, Lee and Read 41 in their extension
of the approach of Schmitt-Rink et al 44 The emergence of undamped low-energy
excitations may be understood as consequence of the string energy associated with
the motion of a hole in 2D, which survive when spin-wave excitations are included.
Surprisingly their perturbative treatment about the Ising limit, i.e., considering the
anisotropy a J±/Jz as small parameter, gives the proper width for the quasiparticle
band at the isotropy point (a 1). In the retraceable path approximation one obtains
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the same dispersion relation, yet the width is overestimated by a factor of 2, as in
ID. We emphasize that the spectral weight of the quasiparticle peak is large over
the whole Brillouin zone except at the special points fc (0,0) and (it, 7r) where the
weight is rather small and other states dominate the spectrum.

We finally mention that the features of Fig. 8 in particular the well separated
quasiparticle peak, are hardly changed if we perform the same calculations for the
XY-Hamiltonian.
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Fig. 10:
The dispersion of the quasiparticle peak in the spectral function (2D) is plotted along
the principle axis of the Brillouin zone, after subtracting a momentum independent
constant Em and normalization by J. The numerical results for N=16 and 18 sites
are included for two different values for of the interaction strength J/t=0.2 (0.4). The

dispersion E% Eq. (20), is drawn as solid line.

EQUIVALENCE OF LOW-LYING EXCITATIONS OF THE EMERY MODEL AND
THE t-J MODEL.

According to Zhang and Rice the separation between singlet and triplet excitations
should persist in the Ctt04-lattice. Recently Prelovsek and coworkers 32 have
supported this point of view by studying small clusters. If we assume this to be the case,
then we expect that the singlet states will form a incoherent band of width 7t and a
quasiparticle peak at the low-energy side of this continuum as in the t-J model. This
structure should be still separated from the triplet excitations.

Numerical studies are still limited to supercells with 4Cu02-units which
corresponds to a 4-site t-J model. The low-lying excitations in the Emery model have
been identified according to their singlet and triplet character. We find that the
singlet structures axe below the triplet excitations and there exists a one-to-one cor-
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respondence to the spectra of the t-J model for the different fc-values. To be more
specific, for e.g. k (it, 0) there are only two peaks in the t-J model for N 2 x 2.
These peaks are separated by an energy of 7t, this is by coincidence precisely the
width of the continuum for the larger system (N 4 x 4) in the t-J model. The
corresponding low-energy structures in the Emery model have singlet character and
are below the triplet states.

The correspondence is clear for large values for Ud and e but seems to persist into
the realistic parameter regime. We finally mention that finite tpp does not destroy
this result. Actually the singlet is further stabilized, which has also been reported by
others 45

SUMMARY

The most notable structures in the photoemission spectra of the Emery model
are besides the satellites at high energy the appearance of low-energy states below
the band-like states (Zhang-Rice singlet). Occupation of these states leads to the
frustration of antiferromagnetic order between Cu-sites. In the hole-doped systems
these states appear in the charge-transfer gap and are seen in inverse PES. Remnants
of the charge-transfer gap axe expected to remain as pseudo-gap for sufficiently large
p-d level sepaxation. The spectra calculated for realistic parameters also show that the
states in the CT-gap axe strongly hybridized, i.e., additional holes do not exclusively
reside on oxygen. We finally mention that the energetic position of the satellites
calculated for parameters taken from the constrained-density-functional approach are
in good agreement with experiment.

New puzzles axe posed, however, by the recently found electron doped superconductors

with Cu02-planes 46 e.g.Nd2-xCexCuOi. In the framework of the Emery
model these electrons would go into the upper Hubbaxd band (H in Fig.2) corresponding

to the formation of Cu+. The edge of the Hubbaxd band would be pinned to
the Fermi level. The low-energy states found in inverse photoemission (XAS) in these

compounds 2 could be taken as confirmation of this picture. Yet these states have also
been interpreted differently 2 and furthermore there is still no clear experimental
evidence for the substantial increase of Cu+. This might indicate the necessity to
extend the model.

The motion of a carrier (hole) strongly interacting with the spins of a Heisenberg
antiferromagnet was studied in detail in the case of the t-J model. Our central finding
is a coherent quasiparticle band with dispersion E% ~ y(cos kx + cosky)2 and S 1/2,
which emerges at the low-energy side of a broad incoherent spectrum of width 7t.
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